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Abstract

The actual criteria for the classification of the different forms of imported malaria are complex and do not take into account the heterogeneity of the 
individual profiles. Multivariate classification methods using explanatory and predictive models are necessary to characterize groups with a high risk of 
developing severe forms of imported malaria. We investigate two standard approaches implementing two different strategies: L1 logistic regression that 
models a single global solution, which is a linear combination of a subset of the input features, and classification trees that models multiple local solutions 
corresponding to discriminate sub regions of the feature space.  As an alternative to pruning, which limits the complexity of the decision tree by removing 
unstable branches once the model is built, we explore an original approach known as L1 LR-Tree, which combines the two previous strategies. This combined 
method constrains the dimension of the initial set of features before fitting the decision tree. Through the comparison of these methods, we aim to study the 
influence of biological and epidemiological factors dismissed in the current clinical/biological picture used for the diagnosis of severe forms of imported 
malaria based on a heterogeneous population of 353 patients. This method builds sparse and stable models that can significantly differentiate the patients 
with moderate imported malaria from those severely affected, and the severely affected from the critically affected (p-values≤0.01 for recall and specificity 
scores). Moreover, it outperforms all the other methods in terms of accuracy by achieving a 70% correct classification rate through a leave-one-out evaluation. 
The combined models identify new risk profiles that may be useful in order to improve the diagnosis and patient treatment.

ABBREVIATIONS
GB: White Blood Cells; L1LR:

 
L1 penalized Logistic Regression.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the decrease in malaria cases in endemic areas since 

2000 [1], the increasing number of travelers between endemic 
regions and Western countries favors the entry of malaria strains 
(called imported malaria) in areas that would not otherwise be 
affected. Out of all European countries, metropolitan France is 
considered to have the highest risk of exposure. The mortality 
rate of imported malaria is strongly correlated to severe malaria 
form and with delays in access to health care. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) has drawn up a concrete definition of the 
different clinical and biological criteria for severe malaria in 
order to speed up the diagnosis and health care of patients that 
require urgent and intensive care units [1]. However, the clinical/

biological picture that infers this diagnosis is based on multiple 
criteria, complex and does not take into account epidemiological 
information. Indeed, in contrast to endemic regions in Africa, the 
populations of patients with imported malaria are heterogeneous 
and composed of first generation migrants (born in endemic 
regions and residing in France), second generation migrants 
(born in France to immigrant parents) and African or European 
travelers (adults or children with a different history of malaria 
and genetic background).

Risk factors for developing severe malaria that are currently 
not included in the clinical/biological picture of the diagnosis 
have been investigated in the context of heterogeneous patient 
populations with classical univariate statistical methods 
[2]. However, these methods have revealed their limits 
indistinguishing risk factors in subgroups of patients as they can 
only assess the statistical association between each factor and the 
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severe form of malaria independently of each other and without 
identifying a predictive relationship. The use of explanatory 
multivariate classification tool share essential and still under 
researched to efficiently characterizing groups with a high risk of 
developing severe imported malaria or effectively reducing the 
mortality of Plasmodium falciparum infection in France based on 
multi-source data [3].

Therefore, we explored and compared two off-the-shelf 
multivariate predictive methods based on two model-learning 
strategies: L1 logistic regression and decision trees [4,5]. Both 
methods attempt to capture the relationship between binary 
response variables and a set of heterogeneous explanatory 
variables.

The choice of the L1 regularization for logistic regression aims 
to reduce the risk of over fitting induced by potential co-linearity 
and the combinatorial exploration of all two-way possible 
interactions [6,7].  L1 logistic regression uses linear combinations 
of explanatory variables to learn a single decision boundary and 
build an easily understandable linear model. It selects a subset 
of discriminant features and assesses the predictive contribution 
of each of them in the model. However, it only considers linear 
interactions between features and their global variation related 
to the binary outcome. Moreover, it does not take into account 
missing data. 

The decision tree approach is non-parametric, non-linear and 
particularly helpful when exploring which feature subspaces are 
predictive of a class of subjects [8,9]. It learns multiple decision 
boundaries parallel to feature axes and builds easy-to-interpret 
models under the form of a set of if-then-else decision rules. It 
also handles data as complex as missing values, numerical and 
categorical data, multi colinear variables, outliers and local 
relationships among variables. However, decision trees could 
generate over-complex and locally optimal solutions increasing 
the over fitting risk and unstable decision trees due to small 
variations in the data. 

Pruning is generally applied to avoid the over fitting 
phenomenon. Recent studies have tried to combine logistic 
regression and decision trees, particularly by applying a logistic 
regression model at the leaves of the decision trees in order to 
smooth the final model as an alternative to the standard pruning 
[10].Other methods, such as Random Forest and Gradient 
Boosting, also called ensemble methods, have been proposed to 
avoid over-complex solutions and unstable decision trees [5]. We 
do not investigate these methods since they do not allow building 
explanatory models that are easily interpretable and that could 
be used in practice for diagnosing imported malaria. Another 
popular and efficient way to produce more accurate and stable 
classifiers is the feature selection method [11].

In this study, we proposed and tested an original and 
innovative approach, known as L1LR-Tree, that combines the two 
previous strategies. The objective of this novel approach is to fit 
more robust and simple decision tree learners by applying first a 
feature selection resulting from the  L1 logistic regression model. 

In the materials and methods section, we first present the 
dataset and the two comparative experiments of severity forms 
of imported malaria, and then, we briefly explain:  the three 

classification methods, the model selection and the evaluation 
methodologies. In section Results, we describe the different 
performance results and the learned models. Finally, in section 
Conclusions, we conclude on the benefit of the combined method  
L1LR -Tree and the perspectives derived from this work.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A) Dataset

The French National Reference Center of Malaria (FNRCM1) 
monitors imported malaria for epidemiological purposes 
through a national network of correspondents in hospital 
centers. In a prospective manner, demographic (age, sex, ethnic 
origin, medical history, history of malaria, chemoprophylaxis 
taken), epidemiological (native country, country of residence, 
visited area), clinical (disease history, severity criteria, 
patient management, treatment), biological (severity criteria, 
biochemical parameters, hematological parameters, diagnostic 
tools, serological status) and transcriptomic (parasite genome) 
data have been collected by a center at the day of the diagnosis 
(D0) in a secured database. All the blood samples used for the 
parasitological diagnosis were sent to the FNRCM laboratory. The 
objective of this monitoring, conducted from 2010 to 2013, is to 
identify higher-risk groups for the development of severe malaria. 
The patients included in the study are infected with P. falciparum 
species as confirmed by the FNRCM and they consists of: first-
generation migrants (born in malaria-endemic regions and living 
in Metropolitan France), second–generation migrants (born in 
Metropolitan France from first-generation migrants parents and 
living in Metropolitan France), and travelers or expatriates (born 
and living in non-malaria-endemic regions). For each patient we 
dispose of whole blood sample available in sufficient quantity 
at recovery day (D0). Patients had no preventive malaria 
treatment within 30 days preceding the diagnosis as checked 
by the presence of anti malarial drugs in plasma at D0. Informed 
consent was not required since the sampling procedures and the 
examination of biological samples are part of the French national 
recommendations for the care and monitoring of malaria.

For this study, we removed from our analyses the variables 
that are directly used to infer the target, such as organ or 
metabolic dysfunctions and blood smear measures, all of which 
serve to determine the severity of the malarial infection. The 
choice of the variables used in this study come either from risk 
factors of severe imported malaria identified in previous studies 
(age, ethnic origin, health care delay, visited an endemic area, etc.) 
[2,12,13] or variables influenced by severe malaria development 
as platelet count, malarial history and serological status [14-16].

We also distinguished two subgroups of patients among 
those affected by severe malaria according to the existence of 
neurological and multi-organ clinical dysfunctions. The first one 
is called serious imported malaria and the second one is called 
critical imported malaria because this last form of the disease has 
a high probability of being fatal.

Finally, the studied dataset is composed of 353 patients 
diagnosed with three severity levels of imported malaria: 

1 http://www.cnrpalu-france.org/
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moderate, serious or critical. For each patient we have a total of 
39 features that providevarious informationof different sources 
(Table 1). None of them are confounders with a good repartition 
of the variables distribution within the different classes.

We define two experiments, each one comparing two subject 
groups:

I. The first experiment includes the whole dataset by 
comparing subjects having moderate imported malaria to those 
having a severe form of the disease (i.e. serious and critical). 353 
subjects are included in this experiment with 202 patients having 
a moderate form and 151 having a severe form. The objective of 
this experiment is to identify risk factors predictive of severe 
malaria in a heterogeneous population of patients.

II. The second experiment compares subjects suffering from 
serious imported malaria to those displaying a critical form of 
the disease. 151 subjects are included in this experiment, 88 
displaying the serious form and 63 displaying the critical form. 
The objective of this experiment is to characterize and to validate 
the relevance of these two subgroups among patients suffering 
from severe malaria.

B) Methods

In the following, we first briefly describe the two standard 
methods: L1 logistic regression and decision trees, and the 
combined method  L1LR -Tree. We then present the methodology 
used for model selection and finally the procedure for assessing 
and comparing the different models.

B.1) L1 logistic regression: For the classification step, we 
used an L1 regularized logistic regression2 (i.e. L1LR), modeling 
the class membership probability as a linear combination of 
explanatory variables [6,7]. Standard logistic regression (i.e. non-
penalized) estimates a binary decision function by assuming that 

2Computed in Rwith the package glmnet, https://cran.r-project.org/web/pack-
ages/glmnet/glmnet.pdf

the log it can be modeled as a linear function of features:
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Note that genomic data of the parasite have not been 
included in  L1LR method as it requires not-empty features and 
many subjects have missing values for these features. Several 
solutions are proposed to impute missing data such as replacing 
the missing values using the mean, median or k-nearest neighbor 
along the feature. However, they all represent biased estimators 
and our attempt to complete missing data with the median has 
deteriorated the performances of the models.

B. 2) Decision Trees: Decision tree analysis3 successively 
splits the dataset into increasingly homogeneous subsets by 
binary recursive partitioning of multidimensional covariate 
space until it is stratified to meet a splitting criterion [4, 7].

The splitting criterion used is ( )T L RSS SS SS− + , where 

( )2
T i

i
SS y y= −∑  is the sum of squares for the node and 

,R LSS SS  are the sums of squares for the right and left children 
respectively. This is equivalent to choosing a split that maximizes 
the between-groups sum of squares in an analysis of variance. 
We constrained a minimum number of 10 observations in the leaf 
nodes in order to avoid over-fitting.

Note that the rpart implementation of the decision trees deals 
with missing data, which avoids the removal of the observations 
having at least one missing value and allows the consideration of 
the parasite’s genomic data. 

B. 3)  L1LR -Tree:  The combined model consists of two steps:

1. Select a subset of features by fitting an L1 logistic 
regression. 

2. Build a decision tree on the selected features. 

The purpose of this combined approach is the same as the 

3Computed in R with the package rpart. https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/
rpart/rpart.pdf

Table 1: List of input variables by data type.

                                                    Input variables

Data Types Variable name & description

Demographic
Age, Sex, Caucasian (dichotomous), African 
(dichotomous), Chemoprophylaxis taken 
(dichotomous)

Epidemiological

Vis West Africa (Visit in West Africa, dichotomous), 
Vis Central Africa (Visit in Central Africa, 
dichotomous), Vis Other ( Visit in another endemic 
country, dichotomous), Res France or other non-
endemic country (Resident in France or in another 
non-endemic country, dichotomous)

Clinical
ATCD (history of the disease), Delay 2(days from 
1st symptoms to recovery), Immunodependency 
(dichotomous)

Biological
GB (White Blood Cells count), Platelets (platelets 
count), Serology, Serological Interpretation, 
Titration

Transcriptomic A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, C1, C2, BC1, BC2, Var1, Var2csa, 
var3 (parasite genome, i.e. expression of var genes)
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pruning tree approach: to limit the appearance of over-complex 
solutions and to lower the over-fitting risk. However, the 
penalization of these two approaches occurs in two different 
ways. Instead of pruning the learned decision tree to limit its size, 
the L1LR- Tree approach prior constrains the model by reducing 
the dimension of input features.

B. 4) Model selection: For both methods, we applied a model 
selection to limit the complexity of the solution with a K -fold 

cross-validation.  We chose 
10
nK  =   

to both ensure a bias-

variance trade-off of the test error estimates and a sufficient 
representation of the two groups within the test sets [17]. In 
each experimental dataset, we kept the original proportion of 
the two classes within each fold and we used the same sample 
distribution for all methods.

For L1 logistic regression, we optimized the penalization 
coefficient λ  so that we captured two levels of model complexity. 

Therefore, we selected two values of λ : minλ  such that 
minλ - 1L LR is the best model minimizing the K -folds cross-

validation mean squared error and 1seλ  such that 1seλ - 1L LR 
corresponds to the simplest model which is no more than one 
standard error worse than the best model according to the one 
standard error rule [18].

For decision trees, we applied a cost-complexity minimization 
to limit the size of the tree and we called this simplified tree, the 
pruned treeTα :

( ) argminα α= TT R T ,

( ) ( ) | |R T R T Tα α= +
The [0, [α ∈ ∞  parameter defines the cost of adding 

another split to the model. This parameter is optimized within 
the K -fold cross-validation.  

B.5) Evaluation: As the output is dichotomous and the 
two regression methods, L1LR and decision trees, estimate the 
membership probability ( )ˆ ˆ ( ) 1|y p Y= = =i ix xP , we 
defined the following decision function to classify our samples:
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We fixed the threshold of the decision function to 0.4with 
respect to the distribution of the two classes in both experiments 
(i.e. 0.4 corresponds to the proportion of the symptomatic 
patients) in order to avoid biased models due to imbalanced 
classes. Hence, the misclassification of the predominant class 0
is more strongly penalized. 

We checked and compared the predictive power of our 
constructed classifiers, based on the L1LR, the decision trees and 
the  L1LR -tree methods, through three performance indicators: 

Recall:    
True Positives

Positives

Specificity:  
True Negatives

Negatives

Accuracy:   
Recall Specificity

2
+

The Recall (resp. Specificity) score aims to quantify the 
overall rate of samples correctly classified for the second (resp. 
first) class. They give two complementary information about the 
quality of classification performances of the different methods. 
Indeed, from a medical point of view, we aim to discriminate 
and well classify the two groups of patients and not only the 
predominant class. 

We also assessed the statistical significance of the recall 
and specificity scores with a binomial test with a probability 
of success of 0.5 and a confidence interval level of 95%. We 
defined three significance levels:*p-value≤ 5%, **p-value≤ 1%, 
***p-value≤ 0.1%.

These performance indicators are computed with the leave-
one-out validation method, which consists in training our models 
on a train set composed of all the subjects except one kept for 
the test set and the model evaluation. This approach classifies 
each patient one at a time in order to generate stable learning 
models (highly correlated). This choice is due to the high patient 
heterogeneity. We thus obtained for each method 353 models 
and we compared the set of features selected by these methods. 
A measure of their stability is given by the frequency of the input 
variables selected by the different methods over the 353 models 
generated by the leave-one-out validation. For the combined 
method, we were able to visualize an example of a stable 
decision tree giving precise information about the definition of 
the subgroups of patients (the threshold or range of values for 
quantitative variables and the category for qualitative variables).

RESULTS
In this part, we first compared the results between the 

standard methods, i.e. L1LR and classification trees, and their 
sparse form, minλ - L1LR vs 1seλ - L1LR and Tree vs Prune for both 
experiments: moderate vs severe malaria and serious vs critical. 
Then, we selected the best forms of each standard method in 
term of performance scores and sparsity and we combined them 
to build a L1LR-Tree model. Below, we reported the results of this 
combined model for both experiments.

A) L1 logistic regression- and classification trees-
based models

A.1) Performance scores: Classification tree-based 
models (i.e. Tree and Prune) have a better accuracy than  L1-
LR-based models (i.e. 1seλ - 1L LR  and minλ - 1L LR ) for both 
experiments (Figures 1,2). The tree method outperforms the 
other methods with an accuracy score of 68% (resp.70%) to 
discriminate moderate and severe (resp. serious and critical) 
imported malaria. It is also the only method to have both highly 
significant recall and specificity scores (pvalue≤ 0.001) for the 
two experiments. 

Indeed,  L1LR -based models tend to well-classify the second 
class of the experiments, corresponding to the least represented 
composed of the patients with severe (resp. critical) imported 
malaria in the first (resp. second) experiment with significant 
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Figure 1 Moderate malaria form vs severe form (1st experiment): 
comparison of the 4 models, Tree, Prune, λmin - 1L LR  and 1λ se -

1L LR , through the three leave-one-out performance scores: recall, 
specificity and accuracy. For each score-bar, the color refers to the 
model; the length indicates the score’s value (rounded percent) with 
its significance level for the recall and specificity scores.

Figure 2 Serious malaria form vs critical form (2nd experiment): 
comparison of the 4 models, Tree, Prune, λmin - 1L LR  and 1λ se -

1L LR , through the three leave-one-out performance scores: recall, 
specificity and accuracy. For each score-bar, the color refers to the 
model; the length indicates the score’s value (rounded percent) with 
its significance level for the recall and specificity scores.

recall scores while they tend to fail to classify the first class. 

Conversely, prune models well-classify the first class of the 
experiments, corresponding to the most represented composed 
of the patients with moderate (resp. serious) imported malaria 
in the first (resp. second) experiment with the best significant 
specificity scores while they fail to classify the second class.

We can assume that the Tree method is more robust to 
unbalanced groups of samples and therefore extract discriminant 
decision rules efficiently generalizable to predict both classes. 

A.2) Selected variables: As expected, the simpler models, 
namely 1seλ - 1L LR  and Prune, include less features than the 
standard models, namely minλ - 1L LR  and Tree. For both first 
experiment and particularly the first one, the Tree-based models 
are on average sparser but less stable than the L1LR-based models 
(Figures 3,4). Indeed, they capture on average less features 
but some of them are selected only a few times corresponding 

probably to locally optimal solutions.

A common pattern of selected stable features (i.e. selected 
almost systematically over the leave-one-out models) for all the 
methods is composed of White blood cells count (GB), platelets 
count, serological status and titration variables for the first 
experiment. We observed the same common pattern of selected 
stable features plus the age for the second experiment. Note 
that the serological status is a discrete feature deriving from the 
titration values and so they are considered as similar features.

Here, we focused on the Tree method, since it is the most 
powerful approach and it gives meaningful information on the 
models through the learned decision rules. Indeed, these latter 
characterize the different discriminant sub regions of the feature 
space specific to subgroups of subjects.

In addition to the common pattern, the three models capture 
the following stable features: the immune depression and sex 
variables for the first experiment, and the log-transformed of the 
expression of a subgroup of var genes and visit in West Africa 
variables for the second experiment.

Some of these results confirmed the observations of previous 
studies about the potential interactions between Plasmodium 
falciparum during severe malaria and the hematological 
components of the inflammatory response like GB [19] and 
platelets count [14,20] on the one hand, and on the other, the 
immunological protection, by previous exposure to the parasite, 
on the development of the different severity forms of imported 
malaria. The immunological protection may be represented by 
the serological status, visit in West Africa, malaria ATCD and 
membership of African ethnie [21, 15].

Furthermore, being older is a well-known risk factor 
to develop “very severe malaria” [22]. In [22], a statistical 
relationship has been reported between visiting West Africa, 
especially Gambia, and the risk of fatal malaria.

Concerning the impact of gender on the discrimination 
between moderate and severe malaria, no statistical relation has 
been proven between gender and malaria severity. Nevertheless, 
one study showed that women are more susceptible to cerebral 
complications than men [12]. Concerning the expression of group 
A var gene, some studies have highlighted the role of the var gene 
family in cerebral malaria [23].

B) Combined L1LR -tree-based models

To effectively penalize the Tree method with a prior L1LR 
-based feature selection step, we used the 1 1se L LRλ −  method.   

B.1) Performance scores: The combined 1 1se L LRλ − -tree 
method achieves similar or higher performances than the Tree 
ones, except for the recall score of the first experiment which is 
2% inferior (Figures 5,6).

B.2) Selected variables: As the combined method builds the 
decision tree based on the features selected with 1seλ - 1L LR , 
it efficiently reduces the set of input features. The set of stable 
variables selected by the combined models corresponds to the 
previous observed common patterns for both experiments: GB, 
platelets count and serological status/titration (resp. plus age) 
variables for the first (resp. second) experiment (Figures 7,8). 
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Figure 3 Moderate malaria form vs severe form (1st experiment): frequency of the input variables selected by the four methods (Tree, Prune, λmin
- 1L LR  and 1λ se - 1L LR ), over the 353 models generated by the leave-one-out validation. We only represented features selected at least 10 times.

Figure 4 Serious malaria form vs critical form (2nd experiment): frequency of the input variables selected by the four methods (Tree, Prune, λmin
- 1L LR  and 1λ se - 1L LR ), over the 353 models generated by the leave-one-out validation. We only represented features selected at least 10 times.

Figure 5 Moderate malaria form vs severe form (1st experiment): comparison of the Tree and λmin - 1L LR  Tree models through the three leave-
one-out performance scores: recall, specificity and accuracy. For each score-bar, the color refers to the model; the length indicates the score’s value 
(rounded percent) with its significance level for the recall and specificity scores.

Note that for the second experiment the 151 combined models 
have selected either serology or titration leading to a total 
frequency of 103 for both variables. 

Therefore, the combined method led to sparser, more stable 

and discriminant (in terms of accuracy performances) models 
than those achieved by the Tree method.

Figures 9 and 10 show examples of stable 1 1se L LRλ − Tree 
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Figure 6 Serious malaria form vs critical form (2nd experiment): comparison of the Tree and λmin - 1L LR  Tree models, through the three leave-one-
out performance scores: recall, specificity and accuracy. For each score-bar, the color refers to the model; the length indicates the score’s value 
(rounded percent) with its significance level for the recall and specificity scores.

Figure 7 Moderate malaria form vs severe form (1st experiment): frequency of the input variables selected by the three methods ( λmin - 1L LR , Tree 
and 1λ se - 1L LR  Tree), over the 353 models generated by the leave-one-out validation. We only represented features selected at least 10 times.

Figure 8 Serious malaria form vs critical form (2nd experiment): frequency of the input variables selected by the three methods ( λmin - 1L LR , Tree 
and 1λ se - 1L LR  Tree), over the 151 models generated by the leave-one-out validation. We only represented features selected at least 10 times.
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models for each experiment. We can deduce from this model the 
feature space sub regions predictive of the different forms of 
imported malaria. It seems that patients with previous exposure 
of malaria and a platelets count superior to 46 000 G/l are more 
frequently affected by the moderate form of malaria contrary to 
“naïve” patients (i.e. no previous malarial history) with severe 
thrombocytopenia (< 46000g/l) that suffer from the more severe 
forms of malaria. In addition, “naïve” patients with extreme 
ages (<16 and >44 years old) and severe thrombocytopenia (< 
46000G/l) are most at risk of developing critical malarial forms.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Among the standard approaches, i.e. L1 logistic regression 

and decision trees, only the Tree method efficiently well-classify 
the two classes of patients for both experiments. However, the 
Tree models are not sparse and stable enough to provide locally 
optimal solutions reflecting the intrinsic heterogeneity of the 
studied dataset.

The pruning method drastically simplifies the Tree models 
while leading to poor non-significant recall scores.

This phenomenon could be explained by the fact that pruning 
tends to eliminate unstable branches, corresponding to variables 
with a great variance on threshold values and positions across 
cross-validation trees.  

Therefore, a pre-selection of the input features can be a 
good alternative solution to pruning in order to constrain 
the complexity and to increase the robustness to small data 
variations of the decision trees by removing variables with local 
unstable phenomena in the studied population.

Our new method, called 1 1se L LRλ − -tree, significantly 
discriminates the two classes for both experiments and 
outperforms all the other methods in terms of accuracies. 
Moreover, it efficiently leads to sparser and stable models than 
the Tree ones. 

We can conclude that our combined method is a relevant 
sparse tree-based method for classification problems.

Concerning the diagnosis of the severe forms of imported 
malaria, the combine method correctly classifies around 70% 
of the patients for both studied experiments. Hence, the sub 
classification of the severe imported malaria in serious and 
critical classes is valid. Moreover, the final combined models 
include both hematological, immunological and demographic 
factors identified in some studies as being related to severe forms 
of imported malaria. These models propose more than a set of 
predictive variables, which are platelets, GB, age and previous 
malarial history represented by the serological status. They also 
provide precise insights about the representative subgroups of 
patients displaying moderate versus severe and serious versus 

Figure 9 Moderate malaria form vs severe form (1st experiment): example of a stable 1 1λ −se L LR -tree model. The leaves indicate the membership 
probability of the class severe malaria form.

Figure 10 Serious malaria form vs critical form (2nd experiment): example of a stable 1 1λ −se L LR -tree model. The leaves indicate the membership 
probability of the class critical malaria form.
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critical malarial forms by fixing thresholds and range of values 
for quantitative variables and categories for qualitative variables. 
Moreover, the identified biological and clinical factors may be 
quickly available during the diagnostic process. Concerning 
the platelets, it is the first time that a direct implication in the 
development of severe forms of imported malaria is assessed 
with fixed thresholds. As the role of the platelets is not well 
known, many investigations are useful for understanding their 
interaction mechanisms with Plasmodium falciparum. The 
serological status could not be currently quickly monitored, 
which limits its use for a rapid diagnosis, but it may be sometimes 
indirectly deduced by other easy-to-evaluate factors such as 
malarial history and the ethnicity. 

The combined models did not capture some local phenomena 
in a stable way, probably due to their low representation in the 
dataset. This may explain a part of the cases where patients were 
misclassified. A solution would be to expand the sample size, 
while ensuring the diversity of the surveyed population, in order 
to increase the statistical reliability of these phenomena. A part of 
the classification error may also result from a bias in the definition 
of the classes. Indeed, as explained in the introduction, the 
diagnosis of severe imported malaria is multi-criteria, complex 
and does not take into account the heterogeneity of the individual 
profiles. The integration of our results in the clinical-biological 
picture may improve the current classification. Moreover, we are 
currently considering the use of clinical variables as outcomes to 
provide new insights on the diagnostic criteria.

It is also important to mention that the use of the 1 1se L LRλ −
as a feature selection step prior to fitting the decision tree, may 
be challenged to overcome the limitations of the L1LR method 
(linear interactions, no missing data, etc.). In future work, it would 
be interesting to investigate other L1 penalized approaches and 
to assess the comparison of the different methods on simulated 
data.
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